
 

Assignment 2: CREATIVE COMPONENT: 

 

Directions: Choose one option from one of the categories below. 

 

 

For the Writers... For the Musicians/Lyricists... For the Artists...! 

1. Write a character journal/blog as if you are 
the main character in the story. Include one 
descriptive entry, one reflective entry, and 
one persuasive entry.  

1. Write a poem or song of at least 15 lines 

about one of the characters.  

1. Draw or create three images that 

represent the themes, characters, conflict 

or setting in the book.  

Write a page explaining the connection 

between each visual and the theme or 

symbols in the book. Be sure to use 

evidence from the book to support your 

ideas.  

 

 2. Identify a character’s main problem in the 
novel. Write a letter to the character 
explaining how you would have reacted if you 
were in the same situation. Be sure to include 
what the problem is, how you would have 
handled it, and why.  

2. Create a soundtrack for the book. 
The soundtrack should have a minimum of 

four songs. Include an explanation that 

explains how each song connects to the 

theme of the book. Be sure to use textual 

evidence. Hint: Books can have more than 

one theme.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Create a movie poster or movie trailer for 

the theme of your book. There are a 

number of websites that show you 

important components of the poster. Write a 

one page “pitch” to a movie producer 

explaining why the novel would be a good 

movie. Who would you cast in the movie? 

Explain why the actors would be good 

choices for those characters. Use details to 

support your explanation. .  
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3. Creative Writing: On construction paper or 

blank white paper, use the directions below to 

put your various forms of writing together in a 

creative way.  

a.  Write three interesting sentences or 

passages from the book. Include 

quotations marks around the selection 

and include the page number. If the 

quote is a piece of dialogue, write 

down the character’s name who said 

it.  

b. Write three personal statements about 

what you have read. These are not 

simple opinions about the material. 

These are meaningful statements 

about what you have read.  

A. Good Example: “I could relate 

to the main character feeling 

lost in the book, because it 

reminded me of how I felt 

when I first go to high school.”  

B. Bad Example: “I really liked 

this book because it was 

funny.” 

     c. Write three meaningful questions about 

the 

Book. Answer your questions with complete 

sentences.  

C. Good Example: “What does it 

mean when Carl refuses 

Anthony’s friendship? 

3. Create or identify two songs that represent 
a theme in the book. Write a page that 
explains how each song connects to the 
theme of the book.  Be sure to include the 
song title, the name of the singer or rapper, 
evidence to support your answer.3.  
 
 
 

3. Design a T-shirt to advertise and explain 
your book.  Your T-shirt should include the 
following elements: 
 a. Title/author 

 b .Characters (Description),Setting, A one-

sentence statement of the main idea/theme 

or Favorite quote or saying 

c. Pictures 

d.  Your recommendation 

e.  Colors symbolic of tone 

(With the exception of the statement or 

theme, these items do not have to be written 

in complete sentences.) You may use 

markers, paint, iron-ons, sewn-on items, 

etc.—Quality and creativity count! 
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